MINISTRIP BROADLINE AUDIBAR SPECIFICATION
Broadline metal strip ceiling panels shall be installed strictly in accordance with the manufacturer recommendations
and the installer shall be responsible for the neatness and strength of the overall installation.
Generally, provide ACS 84A , fully gasketed, black mat finished Audibar carrier rails spaced 915mm apart and
spanning not more than 1200mm between hangers. Hangers shall be ACS P/No 63 25x25 angle compression hangers
as supplied by the manufacturer and shall be Tek screwed to purlins and Audibar Carrier Hanger Clips ACS P/No
85. The carrier hanger clips shall be inserted into the up-stand leg of the carrier rail and locked in place with a 12mm
wafer head screw through both the carrier and the clip before the installation of the face and barrier panels.
ACS Audibar fully gasketed wall carriers, ACS P/No 84A-2 shall be fixed, at 600mm centres, to walls parallel to the
carriers and ACS P/No 62AB fully gasketed Wall Angle Section shall be fixed to the walls abutting the ends of the
carriers, at 600mm centres and level with the top gasketed flange of the Audibar carrier.
Ministrip Broadline metal ceiling panels * ( non-perforated / band perforated / fully perforated / micro perforated
) shall be cold roll formed Colorbond Zincalume 0.4mm (nom ) BMT * or a selected colour from the BHP Colorbond
range).
Wall trims to be extruded aluminium * (“L” / “W” shaped shadowline) of baked enamel finish to match the colour of
the panels.
Acoustic and thermal insulation, to a thickness of * (25 / 50 / 75mm) shall be black faced with non-woven scrim
which is to be laid over perforated ceiling panels between the up stand legs of the carrier rails.
Gypsum Barrier Panels, 10mm thick, cut to 1200mm x 900mm shall be supported by the top gasketed flange of the
Audibar Carrier rails and along the 900mm dimension by the gasketed Audibar Noggins ACS P/No 48 so that the
barrier panels can be easily raised for access to plenum.
NOTES:
*
Gypsum Barrier Panels need to be installed progressively after sections of Ministrip Broadline and insulation
are completed.
*
Standard Ministrip Broadline face panels are as follows:Colorbond off-white over Zincalume steel of 0.40mm (nom) thickness (BMT).

*
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